
NAME: Charlie Metcalfe 
 
ADDRESS: Cliff Path, Lake, Sandown, PO36  
 
COMMENTS: My husband & I own a property along the cliff path very close to 
Tradewinds Cafe, we also own a beach hut with the bay. I have lived here for nearly 40 
years and have watched a continual decline in the tourist trade within Sandown,Shanklin 
bay. It is really encouraging to see the redevelopment of these dated beach front cafes 
that hold the key to getting tourists back on our beaches. We believe that by Tradewinds 
cafe holding an alcohol licence it will make our bay more apealing to visitors from across 
the island as well as the mainland, enabling a choice of venue to relax and enjoy our 
island beaches inturn bringing life & business to our community.  
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: joanne payne 
 
ADDRESS: yaverland close, sandown, po36 
 
COMMENTS: To whom it may concern, I would support the above application for the 
Tradewinds Cafe to be able to sell alcohol as it can only enhance the already wonderfully 
developed establishment in its 'attractiveness' for tourists. Through the owners' efforts and 
the aesthetically pleasing improvements to the cafe, the vastly improved menu, there is a 
natural continuation to compliment all of this in being able to serve alcohol.  
 
As I am sure people will agree, the experience the owners have in running an already 
successful and established business in the East Wight, would support their application for 
Tradewinds to hold a Licence. They have never to date had an issue related to alcohol 
with the Cafe in Ryde, and manage the venue with responsibility and due care for the 
public as well as their customers.And I have no reservation in saying this would be upheld 
at Tradewinds.  
 
I can only support initiatives to help improve Sandown and bring more people to 
experience the wonderful amenities we have to offer particularly in Sandown Bay itself. 
How more idyllic could it be for a family to be by the sea; with the parents to be able to 
enjoy lunch with a glass of wine or a beer, whilst the children are enjoying the outdoor 
healthy life using the Water Sports centre to which it is adjacent to. The Island lends itself 
so perfectly to promoting and supporting quality family time, and to support developments 
of facilities in becoming more attractive to achieving this is wonderful. I hope this 
application is approved. yours sincerely Mrs Payne 
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Lynsey Dean 
 
ADDRESS: Priory Road, Shanklin, Isle of Wight, PO37  
 
COMMENTS: As frequent visitors to the Dell Cafe in Ryde we were excited to see that the 
owners had purchased Tradewinds, just a short walk from our beach hut along the 
revetment. I believe this bring significant attraction to the area. I have had several 
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comments from different friends from all over the island about how they will visit based on 
their positive reputation. I will therefore see no reason not to support the application for a 
premises alcohol licence.  
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Susan Marie Corby 
 
ADDRESS: Perowne Way, Sandown, Isle of Wight, PO36  
 
COMMENTS: I visited Tradewinds on several occasions last year with friends and family. 
It is in a lovely setting, with great food served by lovely, friendly people. I remember the 
premises from years ago and must say how impressed I am with the alterations they have 
made. It is now a much more welcoming place to stop on a weekend stroll along the 
revetment. The one thing that would improve it is if they were able to offer alcohol as well, 
as I (along with many others I'm sure) do enjoy a glass of wine occasionally on a 
lunchtime, with a nice meal. Therefore I would ask you to please consider my comments 
during the application of licensing for these premises. Kind regards Susan M Corby 
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Neil CORBY 
 
ADDRESS: Perowne Way, Sandown, Isle of Wight, PO36 
 
COMMENTS: I have been using Tradewinds for many years now both with the previous 
owners and more recently with the current family. I regularly use Tradewinds with my Wife 
and 9yrs Son, along with friends that also have young children. We continue to use the 
site as it has such a lovely chilled atmosphere and most of the facilities that we want from 
a beach site cafe. I 
 
 would fully support Tradewinds being licensed as to have a chilled beer or glass of wine 
at the beach is a facility offered elsewhere but not at this site and one I for one would 
enjoy and make us use the place more often. I would not be concerned with regards the 
negative impact alcohol can have as I know the current owners would not want to change 
the friendly family atmosphere that there is and has always been Tradewinds' main selling 
point. 
 
I understand that the lack of toilets my be an issue for some, but we as a family plan for 
this on the way there and if required the local public toilets are only 5 minutes away. I also 
believe people would bear this fact in mind and watch the amount of liquid they actually 
consume. If you require any further comment please get in contact.  
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Karen Hughes 
 
ADDRESS: St Pauls Avenue, Shanklin, Isle of Wight, PO37 
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COMMENTS: Speaking on behalf of my family, including Molly our dog we would love 
nothing more than to be able to sit at Tradewinds after a long day at work and relax with a 
glass of wine whilst gazing at the sea. How wonderful to see Tradewinds offering such a 
fabulous retreat that caters for families, dog walkers, surfers and holiday makers as well 
as beach hut owners. Karen Hughes 
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Rebecca Lock 
 
ADDRESS: Culver Way, Yaverland, Sandown, Isle of Wight , PO36  
 
COMMENTS: I would like to support this application. I believe the applicants are 
responsible and have an excellent track record. I also feel that if the licence is granted the 
addition of alcoholic drinks to the menu at Tradewinds will be enjoyed by both residents 
and tourists.  
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Samantha Whitehead  
 
ADDRESS: Nunwell Street, Sandown, PO36  
 
COMMENTS: Would like to submit my comments RE Tradewinds licence application , as 
residents of Sandown we are in favour of this application as we feel not only would we 
benefit from this but also be favourable for tourists visiting the Island . We strongly 
promote any business trying to move forward and improve Sandown and feel this will 
attract more visitors to this area making it a desirable place to relax and enjoy the beach . 
We have ourselves been to Tradewinds on numerous occasions it is extremely pleasant 
,tastefully decorated and provides excellent food of a very high standard. The café itself is 
immaculate and the owners take great care to make sure the surrounding area is kept to 
the this standard . 
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Alix Berry 
 
ADDRESS: Thetis Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight, PO31  
 
COMMENTS: As part of a family who own one of the beach huts close to Tradewinds I 
would like to support their licensing application. I cannot see any issues with disturbance 
as this is a family run business which is aiming to serve a few alcoholic beverages 
alongside food in a relaxed cafe atmosphere. It is not trying to attract a crowd of 'drinkers' 
or create a bar or put on entertainment. The style of the cafe and distance along the 
revetment mean that it is hugely unlikely that you would attract this even if you were trying 
to! Instead it will be a pleasant stop for a beer or a glass of wine with lunch. I fully support 
this application and hope that they are successful.  
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This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 
 

NAME: Carly Scoble 
 
ADDRESS: Sibden Road, Shanklin, Isle of Wight, PO37  
 
COMMENTS: Aa a regular lunch time customer I think it would be lovely to have a glass 
of wine with my lunch when I visit. Having also worked in local tourism for over 10 years, I 
think island visitors would also enjoy it as it's such a lovely walk to Tradewinds from 
Sandown.  
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: David Bull 
 
ADDRESS: Florence Road, Shanklin, Isle of Wight, PO37 
 
COMMENTS: I believe the granting of a licence to Tradewinds Cafe will enhance this 
business and create a more buzzy vibe which is much needed in this part of the Bay. 
Clearly the Owners already run the Dell Cafe in Ryde which is of course a landmark 
business on the beach there. If they can replicate their success in their new venture in 
Lake everybody will benefit. Employment, tourism and the economy. I would urge the 
council to grant this licence.  
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Roger Clemens 
 
ADDRESS: Yaverland road, Sandown , Iw, Po36 
 
COMMENTS: I would like to support this application as I think it would be good to offer 
customers the facility in enjoying a alcoholic beverage with their meal which most seaside 
cafes are able to do. I have a beach hut at Dunroamin and I can't see that it would be 
detrimental to the area for Trade Winds cafe to be granted the licence. Mrs Hawkes runs 
an excellent establishment in a very responsible way and the granting of a licence will only 
add to the dining experience. 
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Alexander Thomas 
 
ADDRESS: Church Road, Binstead, Isle of Wight, PO33 
 
COMMENTS: Dear Sirs I am writing in support of the Licence Application for Tradewinds 
Café. The owners of this business are a responsible couple, and being able to provide a 
glass of wine to customers enjoying a meal would help to make the business more viable, 
which in turn can only be to the benefit of all. They also have to compete with other 
businesses nearby that already have Licences. The owners of this business also own 
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another café, The Dell Café in Puckpool Park, for which they have a Licence. This café is 
run in a professional manner with no alcohol related problems and I do not see any reason 
why Tradewinds Café would be any different. Regards Alexander Thomas 
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Michael Berry 
 
ADDRESS: Highfield Rd, Shanklin, Isle of Wight, Po37 
 
COMMENTS: I write in support of the current application for a licence. This cafe is very 
professionally run and it is my view that the owners would be responsible licencees. I do 
not believe that this venue is a place where excessive consumption of alcohol is likely but 
more a place where a glass of wine could be enjoyed with lunch. It is my view that a 
successful application would benefit both tourists and locals alike. 
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 

 
NAME: Nick Clemens 
 
ADDRESS: broadway, Sandown, PO36 
 
COMMENTS: I support this application 100% Thank god business's are starting to change 
to what people want in Sandown and not kept in the dark ages. Lets help business's move 
forward and catch up with the modern world.....  
 
We have had a beach hut very close to trade winds for over 40 years and i can't wait to go 
to trade winds and have some lunch and a glass of beer or wine.... Every other holiday 
destination that i have been to you would have this luxury at a beach side cafe and we 
need to be offering more to tourists and locals...  
 
Mr and Mrs Hawkes also run The Dell Cafe in Ryde which has a licence and we frequent 
this location a lot. They run a very, very good business, and i have never ever seen any 
issues because of them having a licence. They have a great reputation in running beach 
side cafe's and I have never heard any negative comments..  
 
By gaining a licence doesn't spell trouble, its not doom and gloom and can only be 
positive. People need to look more favourably about these types of applications for a 
licence. I would be extremely disappointed if this wasn't granted and I hope the IOW 
council looks upon this application positively. We need to improve the offering and allow 
business's like Tradewind's to develop into a bustling business's along Sandown Bay. Br 
Nick Clemens  
 
This email was sent from the Licensing Consultation comments form on iwight.com 
on: 09/02/2016 
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